The Periodic mode is analyzed together with two conventional boundary handling modes far particle swarm. By providing an infinite space that comprises periodic copies of original search space, it avoids passible disorganizing of particle swarm that is induced by the undesired mutations at the boundary. The results on benchmark functions show that particle swarm with Periodic mode is capable of improving the search performance significantly, by compared with that ofconuentionsl modes and other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTiON
The numerical optimization problems (NOP) can be defined as finding i E S G RD such that Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6, 1 1 ] is a novel stochastic algorithm inspired by social behavior of swarms. Each agent, call particle, flies in a D-dimensional space S according to the historical experiences of its own and its colleagues. The location of the ith ( I S i < N, i E Z ) particle is represented as =(xjl,. . ., xjd, . . ., xm). The best previous location of the ith particle is recorded and represented as ji, = (pi, ,..., p,, ..., pjD), which is also called pbest. The index of the best pbest among all the particles is represented by the symbol g. The location j is also called gbest. The velocity for the ith particle is represented as ct = (vjI ,..., vjd ..., vjD). At each time step, the ith particle is manipulated according to the following equations for its dth dimension [IZ]:
where w is inertia weight, c, and c2 are acceleration constants, U= () are random real values between 0 and 1.
The particle swarm is t y n g to perform as a selforganizing system with extraordinarily flexibility [ 141. A particle "surfs" it on waves [I, 131, which 3 and 2 are similar to kinetic and potential energy, respectively; and j serves as a quasi-gravity center for the swarm, especially at the end of the process.
To solving NOP, two issues should be handled: a) constraint functions and b) boundary constraints.
The constraint handling methods [2-5, [7] [8] [9] [10] The purpose of this paper is to study a robust boundary constraints handling method for particle swarm. In the next section, the drawbacks of conventional handing methods, which keep the particles flying inside the S, are discussed. Then in section 3, the Periodic handling mode is realized by providing an infinite space for the flying of particle swarm. which is composed of periodic copies of original S. In section 4, experimental results in different boundary handling methods and comparison with existing results by different algorithms [3, 4, IO] are reported and discussed. In the last section, we conclude the paper.
CONVENTIONAL BOUNDARY HANDLMG
For the current swarm, it has a possible flying domain in next generation according to equations (2), as the space S, shown in Fig. 1 . Its center is closed to the location of the j g, which is a gravity center of swam.
The gbest is always changing its location during the evolution, which leads the swarm to moving. It means that some particles may exceed the boundary, i.e. Sm n s # 0-7803-85 15-2/04/$20.00 02004 lEEE (where Q is null set), especially when the gbest is closer to the boundary.
The conventional boundary handling methods are trying to keep the points inside the original S. This means for the particles that flying into the set S , n s, such as IM B S in Fig. 1 Unlike other algorithms, such as genetic algorithms (GAS) [2, 31, evolution strategies [4], and differential evolution (DE) [12] , etc., the status of the nh generation of each particle in swarm have direct effects on its status of the next generation. However, when the gbest is close to the boundary, the undesired mutations U(:) may become too frequently to keep the self-organizing of swarm dynamics, which is maintained by the nonlinear interactions in swarm by equations (2).
Conventionally, there have two mainly modes are employed: Boundmy mode and Random mode [7] .
A. Boundary made
For the Boundary mode, the dth dimension of 2 C S is mutated to the boundary (as I, -2, in Fig. I) :
(3)
The f i 8 ( x r d ) forces the particle that expects to outside the S returns to the boundary, its direct effects of include: a) decreasing the u,d; b) decreasing b,&A and IpNxid.
Both decrease the "energy" of particles, i.e. decrease the domain of&. Moreover, for worse case, the point mutated by U8 may become the gbest, which may be especially occurred at the early evolution stage, since the following reasons: a) the particles would have enough "energy" values to exceed the original S; b) the current gbest is not in high fitness value. Then as a quasi-gravity center, it attracts other particles to the bounday and such particles cannot leave the boundary in the following generations unless the gbest leave the boundary; which accelerates the swarm into equilibrium state and may lead to the premature convergence.
B. Random mode
For the Random mode, the dth dimension of Z e S is mutated with random values (as E, -iR in Fig. 1) [7] :
where CJR(ld, u d ) is a random value between /,and ud,
The point that is mutated by n;lk has the probability (Fm n S)/S to exceed the S,, since it is a random point in S. As the point exceeds the S,,,, the direct effects of include: a) increasing the uj,; b) increasing lpis xjd and Ipsaxjd. Both effects increase the "energy" of swarm. If the global optimum is closed to the boundary, then gbesl is closing to the boundary on if the algorithm has capability to approach the global optimum. However, such frequent MR operations keep a relative large S,, which disturbs the swarm into chaos state and decrease the convergence speed to global optimum.
FERIODIC SEARCH SPACE
This paper studies a new boundary handling method, which call as Periodic mode [IS]. It provides an infinite search space for the flying of particles, which is composed of the periodic copies of original S with same fitness landscape, as shown in Fig. 2 . Where the grey region represents the original space fiol=S, its neighborhood regions are its periodic copies s'". For the Periodic mode, the location 2 of each particle is not adjusted to S by any mutation operations while I e S . However, F( I )=F( 2 ), which I s S is the mappingpoint of i : l p ( X d + z d ) :   z,=I,+(x,-u,) %s,
where 'YO' is the modulus operator, s, =/ ud -I, 1 is the parameter range of the dth dimension. The ultimate optimized point 2' is calculated from /1;6 (gbesf-1 I' ), which is satisfymg the boundary constraints.
In Periodic mode, for V? , there exists an effective copy (which is called as in Fig. 2) Comparing with conventional boundary constraints handling methods, the Periodic mode have some advantages to enhance robustness of the panicle swarm.
Firstly, to eliminate the undesired mutations caused by boundary constraints, the ratio R(S,, S) = (S, ns)/S, that outside the S should be minimized, which is achieved when the center of S, (often near the gbes!) is located near or at the center ofS. It is possible for Periodic mode, since the searching space can be do of the gbesr.
Secondly, the performance of an algorithm is improved if the variation distance between the current gbest and the global optimum point is shorter, especially when thegbest is temporarily trapped into a local optimum at a certain stage of evolution. In fact, for dth dimension, the maximum possible length is decreased from s, (in the original S for conventional handling methods) to s, 12 (in the of gbest for Periodic mode), as shown in Fig. 2 . Of course, it should be avoid that the domain of S, being much larger than of do of the gbesr in some dimensions, i.e. s,, &sd and k is much larger than 1. Since at the situation, although the particle swarm still maintains the self-organization dynamics, it has less efficiency due to the many redundant states in s~,~, Fortunately, it can be avoid as the particle swarm is convergent [ I , 131 , by using the following parameter settings: a) constriclionfncror [I] ; and h) a small w during [I41 or at least afler the early stage [ 1 I ] of evolution.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to study the performance of the boundary handling methods for particle swarm, Here for GI, G4, their global optimums are located at the boundary; for G2, Gs, G,, their global optimums are closed to the boundaty.
A. Micha/ewicz's examples [SI

TABLE 1. GLOBAL OPTMUM AND EXISTMQ RESULTS
The main parameters of gl+A)-ES [4] includes: p=IOO, 2.=300, the maximum number of generations T=5E3, its total evaluation times TEsl.T=I.5E6.
The main parameters of GA [3) includes: the population size N=70, T=2E4, TcN,T=1.4E6.
Two particle swarm versions were tested: a) LPS [ 1 I]:
with a linear decreasing inertia weight; b) DEPS 1151: hybrid with a differential evolution (DE) operator [12] .
The parameters of LPS includes: a linearly decreasing w which from 0.9 to 0.4 [ I I], c1=cz=2, for dth dimension, the maximum velocity vmm,~(ugld)/2.
The parameters of DEPS includes: number of particles N , cl=c2=2.05 in constriction factor 111, and for the hybrid DE operator [ 151, CR=0.9.
For both particle swarm versions, four cases were tested, as in table 2, where T=2E3. For all the cases, TFN.T are less than the cases of GA [3] and ES 141. For each example, 100 runs were executed. Table 3 gives the summary of mean best results Fs by the cases of LPS. The values r,in the parenthesis gives the ratio of runs that are failed in entering S p (if there have no parenthesis, it means no failed tuns) in percentage, and only those N~S that are succeeded in entering S,G are counted for calculating the FE.
For LPS#B, LPS#R, and LPS#PI, the only difference is their boundary handling modes. It can be found that LPS#B got worse results (and a large amount of runs are even failed in entering S , especially for G6, 96% runs are failed), since many runs for Boundary mode were premature convergence at the boundary of S during the early evolution stage. For LPS#R, it could not get satisfied results in give T generations due to the unnecessarily M, operations in Random mode, when the global optimum of a problem is located at or closed to the boundary (except for Gs. G,, Cl , , ) , especially for GI, 79% runs are failed in entering SF. For LPS#PI, it performs better than LPS#B and LPS#R in almost all examples.
LPS#PZ gets better results than LPS#PI when N is increased from 14 to 70. By comparison it with the existing results by EAs in Table 2 , it can be seen that LPS#PZ get worse results than ES [4] , which with one better (G,), three almost same (G4, G6, G8) and four worse N 4 0 , T=500 , then Tp2E4. For each example, 500 runs were executed. Here the solutions of Boundary mode also are often trapped into the local minimums at the boundary. For Random mode, it found worse results for the cases WB, TS and SR, which the global minimum are located at or closed to the boundary. Moreover, the Periodic mode can find better results that Ray's [IO] in less evaluation times.
B. Engineering design examples [IO]
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has analysized a Periodic boundary handling mode, which is employed for improving the robustness of particle s w m . The method does not introduce any additional parameters. By providing an infinite space, which is composed of periodic copies of original S. it eliminates possible disorganizing for the particle swarm that caused by the unnecessary mutations at the boundary of S as in conventional handling methods.
Besides, it provides an effective copy of S for the flying of dynamic particle swarm, which the maximum possible variation length by Periodic mode is also decreased to half of conventional handling methods for each dimension.
The performance of particle swarm with Periodic mode on benchmark functions was compared with that of conventional handling modes, include Boundary and Rondom mode, which produced better results, especially for the cases with local optimum that closed to or located at the boundary of S. It was also compared with the existing results of different algorithms, which provided better results in less evaluation times.
